
Person agreement prefixes across Algonquian: evidence for three separate paradigms 

This paper presents evidence suggesting that synchronically three distinct sets of person 

agreement prefixes (PAPRF) are found across Algonquian, illustrated in Table 1 for Arapaho: 

(i) PAPRF of alienable possession (AP), (ii) PAPRF of inalienable possession (IAP), and (iii) 

PAPRF denoting agreement on verbs (V).  

Table 1. PAPRF in Arapaho 

Person Inalienable Alienable V Agreement 

I ne*- net- ne- 

II e*- et- e- 

III i*- it- ∅- 
*subject to extensive allomorphy 

Evidence: 

I. AP and IAP are segmentally different.  

AP, compared to IAP, exhibit two properties across Algonquian: (i) they are regular, while IAP 

are subject to allomorphy and phonological idiosyncrasies, and (ii) they have an underlying 

consonant, /t/ or /d/ depending on the language. The following suggests that /t/~/d/ in PAPRF 

is underlying rather than epenthetic (contra Cowell & Moss 2011; Goddard 2007, 2015; Newell 

& Piggott 2014, Oxford 2014): (i). The consonant quality (/t/~/d) is constant across languages; 

(ii). Epenthesis of /t/~/d/ is unattested in Algonquian outside of the person prefixes; (iii). /t/~/d/ 

in AP-PAPRF surfaces when there is no vowel hiatus in Arapaho, Passamaquoddy, Blackfoot. 

I analyze /t/~/d/ as underlying and extra-syllabic. 

II. V-PAPRF are not equivalent to either AP or IAP.  

Differences between the possessives and V-PAPRF vary per language, but can include: (i) V-

PARPF lacks an overt prefix (Arapaho, Cree dialects, Wampanoag) or has a different 

morpheme in the 3rd person (Cheyenne); (ii) Differences in lexical specification for tone or 

stress (Cheyenne); (iii) V-PAPRF might not have underlying /t/~/d/ unlike the AP (Arapaho); 

and (iv) V-PAPRF do not show morpho-phonological idiosyncrasies unlike the IAP (all 

surveyed languages). 

Synchronic evidence is thus in favor of reconstructing three sets of markers (Proulx 

1989) rather than one set (Goddard 2007, 2015; Oxford 2014; i.a.). This has implications for 

various issues to be explored in the talk: whether person agreement is clitic-like or affixal, 

vowel hiatus and its relation to morpho-syntactic domains, and reconstruction of verbal and 

nominal inflection. 
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